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Abstract Coalbed gas extraction is an important means of exploiting and utilizing gas resources, as well as a means of

preventing coal mine disasters. In view of the low gas extraction rate from coalbeds with high gas content and low

permeability, a method of improving permeability through deep-hole cumulative blasting is applied to develop initial

directional fractures using a jet flow. Under the action of the blasting stress wave and detonation gas wedge, the fractures

extend over a large range within the coal, thereby improving coalbed permeability. This study focuses on the criteria of

cumulative blasting-induced coalbed fracturing based on a literature review of the penetration effect of cumulative

blasting. On this basis, we summarize the coal fracturing zone, crack extension process, and the key technologies of

charging and hole sealing for cumulative blasting. In addition, the latest research progress in the optimization of field test

drilling and blasting parameters for cumulative blasting is introduced. Research findings indicate that the permeability

improvement mechanism of cumulative blasting could be further enhanced, and the technology and technical equipment

are in urgent need of improvement. Finally, development trends in the cumulative blasting permeability improvement

technique are identified.

Keywords Cumulative blasting � Fracturing mechanism � Coalbed permeability improvement � Permeability improvement

technology � Gas extraction

1 Introduction

Coal is the major source of energy in China, accounting for

over half of primary energy production and consumption.

The current energy structure and economic development

stage of China suggest that coal will be the major energy

source for at least the next decade (National Energy

Administration 2016). As the depth of coal mining

increases, the permeability of the coalbed gradually

decreases. In such cases, the risk and likelihood of coal and

gas outbursts become serious. Low gas permeability

restricts the improvement of coalbed gas extraction effi-

ciency. Therefore, improving coalbed gas extraction effi-

ciency is a key technique in preventing mine gas disasters

and both exploiting and utilizing gas resources. In recent

years, a great number of theoretical and experimental

studies on the improvement of coalbed permeability have

been carried out and a variety of techniques have been

developed, such as deep-hole loosening blasting, hydraulic

cutting, hydraulic fracturing, protective seam mining, and

dense boreholes (Gong et al. 2006; Yao et al. 2006; Zhang

et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2011). With the development and

perfection of blasting theories and techniques, the perme-

ability improvement technique of blasting fracturing has

been widely applied to improve coalbed gas extraction

rates, with favorable results. In particular, cumulative

blasting involves directional fracture extension by means
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of the a cumulative charge structure in blasting. In 1792,

mining engineer F. V. Baader discovered that the blasting

energy of a cartridge with a hollow cavity structure could

be accumulated. Since then, important progress in cumu-

lative charging has been made in mining, oil and gas

exploitation, and tunnel excavation. In a study by Mohaupt

(1966), the cumulative effect generated by the liner on the

charge cavity during cumulative charge blasting was

investigated and applied to the oil and gas industry. By

improving the cumulative charge structure, Bjamholt et al.

(1983) developed a blasting method with a linear cumu-

lative charge, which promoted the application of cumula-

tive charge in directional blasting for mining, hydrocarbon

production, and tunnel excavation. He et al. (2003) pro-

posed an improved cumulative tensile blasting technique

that enabled directional rock cutting using the tensile stress

concentration in a certain direction in the action of bidi-

rectional dot-bar blasting energy accumulation. The frac-

ture surface generation problem in excavation blasting was

solved by Luo et al. (2006) using a cumulative charge

blasting technique. In a study by Guo et al. (2008),

excessive crushing of coal during conventional blasting

was overcome by means of directional coal fracturing

using a unique cumulative charge structure based on the

characteristics of improving coalbed permeability by

blasting. Cumulative blasting has also been applied to

fields such as large-area hanging control (Guo et al. 2013a),

roadway driving (Yang et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2018), and

fault weakening (Gao et al. 2019), and several remarkable

achievements have been reported. Moreover, Jacek et al.

(2018) performed an experimental investigation of the

formation and penetration efficiency of explosively formed

projectile (EFP) charges with liners by applying a powder

metallurgy method.

In this study, the research situation regarding fracturing

mechanisms and the technologies used for coalbed deep-

hole cumulative blasting are summarized based on progress

in cumulative blasting techniques. The development trends

of cumulative blasting are analyzed to provide a basis for

the further optimization and improvement of coalbed deep-

hole cumulative blasting, the prevention of gas disasters,

and the more efficient exploitation and utilization of gas

resources.

2 Coalbed fracturing mechanism of deep-hole
cumulative blasting

2.1 Studies on the penetrating effect of cumulative

blasting

In coalbed deep-hole cumulative blasting, initial direc-

tional fractures are formed in the coal by the jet flow of

blasting. These fractures extend over a large range during

the action of the blasting stress wave and the blasting gas

wedge. With continuous research on the formation mech-

anism of coal fractures in the effect of blasting, many

theories have been developed and numerous discoveries

made, such as stress wave theory and blasting gas quasi-

static compression failure theory (Yang et al. 1991), frac-

turing extension under the action of dynamic compression

impact and stress superposition combining blasting gas

(Cai et al. 2007), and dynamic and static compression

failure theory (Li et al. 2009). Unlike conventional blast-

ing, the penetration effect of the jet flow generated by

cumulative blasting plays an important role in directional

fracturing.

Birkhoff et al. (1948) developed a metal energy liner

steady collapse model according to steady incompressible

fluid theory, based on which the formation mechanism of

jet flow was expounded. Pugh et al. (1952) argued that the

detonation wave propagated forward in the form of a

spherical wave when dynamite was detonated. In the quasi-

steady energy liner collapse model, the time at which the

wave front arrived at various particle units differed; the

impact load on each particle unit and its movement

velocity also varied. From the top to the bottom of the

liner, the movement velocity of each particle declined. In a

study by Abrahamson et al. (1963), the penetration formula

of a continuous jet flow with a varying velocity was

derived. The penetrating mechanism of cumulative blasting

was analyzed by Shen et al. (1985) and Gong et al. (1986)

based on the theory of material fracture mechanics. To

handle the problems facing the metal energy liner steady

collapse model, Zeng et al. (1988) proposed a quasi-steady

theoretical model for jet flow formation and verified its

correctness by means of numerical simulations. Based on

the unique liner motion of linear-shaped charges under the

Taylor bending angle, a steady-state equation of motion

was derived by Seokbin (2012). In general, this can iden-

tify the liner collapse behavior based on an analytical

calculation of the steady-state modified Taylor–Birkhoff

theory. Salih et al. (2013) conducted an experimental

investigation of the effect of the alloy composition, along

with different liner geometries (conical and trumpet) and

thicknesses (4%, 6%, and 8% charge diameter), on the

penetration of aluminum shaped-charge jets against steel

and sand targets.

In view of the large number of fractures and the amounts

of gas that coal contains, the blasting mechanism and

features of gas-containing coal and the extension rule of

cumulative blasting-caused fractures were analyzed (Zhu

et al. 2000) based on fracture mechanics and damage

mechanics. In a study by Guo et al. (2008), the mechanical

conditions of cumulative blasting for coal crack initiation,

extension, and arrest and the microscopic mechanism of
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cumulative blasting directional fracturing were investi-

gated based on fracture mechanics and explosion

mechanics. The detonation process of cumulative charge is

shown in Fig. 1. When the cumulative charge is detonated

in the blasting hole, the liner moves to the plane that is

symmetrical to it under the effect of the strong impact. The

symmetry plane is thus compressed as the detonation

energy accumulates. Accumulated detonation energy pen-

etrates the coal radially along the blasting hole, thus

forming initial directional macroscopic fractures in the

coalbed (e.g., parts A, B, and C in Fig. 1a). Some of the

energy accumulated by detonation product collision is

converted into the kinetic energy of the liner for high-speed

coal penetration; the rest acts upon the coal wall to form

the initial fractures. These initial fractures are the joint

result of the cumulative effect of detonation products and

high-temperature, high-speed liner penetration. The frac-

tures extend under the action of the detonation gas wedge.

At the same time, multiple radial fractures occur due to the

associated tangential tensile stress generated during the

propagation of the compression stress wave caused by the

detonation.

The results from a directional cumulative blasting test

system indicate that the energy of directional cumulative

blasting is primarily concentrated in the cumulative

direction (Liu et al. 2014). The coal is penetrated to form

large fractures in this direction, and these are far longer

than those in non-cumulative directions. Due to the

cumulative effect of directional blasting, a significant

change in the stress state of the specimen is observed in the

cumulative direction. The mechanical changes in the

cumulative direction are greater than those in non-cumu-

lative directions. In terms of numerical simulations, a

three-dimensional model of cumulative blasting was built

using an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian method to investi-

gate the formation and migration of jet flow and the process

of its penetration into coal (Guo et al. 2016). Previous

studies suggest that the cumulative charge structure and

parameters for coal blasting are relatively simple, often

referring to the relevant research results for rock blasting.

Compared with rock, the internal fracturing of the coal

body is more developed and its mechanical strength is

lower. However, the significant differences in the internal

structure and mechanical parameters of coal and rock have

not been fully taken into account. Analysis of the cumu-

lative blasting penetration effect, cumulative charge

structure design, and parameter optimization were carried

out without considering the specific characteristics of coal.

2.2 Studies on the criteria and process of coal

fracturing by cumulative blasting

In terms of the criteria of coal fracturing, numerical sim-

ulations of cumulative blasting can be divided into the

dynamic loading stage, static loading stage, and stabiliza-

tion stage (Guo et al. 2012). Specifically, the dramatic

changes in effective stress in the dynamic loading stage are

the main cause of coal fracturing; stress fluctuates in a

small range during the static loading stage, encouraging the

coal fractures to extend; and then the stress basically

remains stable in the stabilization stage, and the fractures

stop extending. During the process of cumulative blasting,

the coal is in a three-dimensional stress state. The stress

strength (von Mises stress) at any position within it can be

expressed as (Dai et al. 2001):

ri ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p

2
rc � rh
� �2þ rh � rzð Þ2þ rz � rc

� �2
h i1

2 ð1Þ

According to von Mises’ criterion of failure, a crush

zone is formed by blasting when (ri)max C Scd and a

fracture development zone is formed when (ri)max C Std,

where (ri)max, Scd, and Std denote the peak effective stress

of the coal element, and the dynamic compressive strength

and dynamic tensile strength of coal, respectively. In the

static loading stage, a fracture extension zone develops

when (ri)max C r0i
� �

max
and (ri)max - r0 C St, where

r0i
� �

max
, r0, and St denote the peak effective stress of the

coal element in the single action of static loading, the

effective stress in the stabilization stage, and the static

tensile strength of coal, respectively.

As for the process of coal fracturing by cumulative

blasting, the theories and methods of the fracture

Fig. 1 Detonation process of cumulative charge (Guo et al. 2008) 1—cumulative charge; 2—liner; 3—pestle; 4—jet flow; 5—PVC tube; 6—

detonation product
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development directions controlled by directional cumula-

tive blasting were investigated based on the problems of

traditional coalbed permeability improvement by pre-

splitting blasting (Mu et al. 2013). The fracture develop-

ment direction and length were controlled in the joint

action of the initial directional fractures generated by jet

flow and the subsequent gas wedge formed by high-pres-

sure gas. According to coal-rock blasting theory and the

characteristics of the cumulative blasting process (Niu

et al. 1990; Zheng et al. 2006), cumulative blasting is

divided into the stages of coal penetration by jet flow,

shock wave action, stress wave action, and blasting gas

action. The zone of blasting influence is divided, along the

radial direction of the blasting hole, into the crush zone,

fracture development zone, fracture extension zone, and

blasting vibration zone (Guo et al. 2012). Specifically, the

crush zone is subject to the blasting shock wave that cru-

shes the coal; the radial and circumferential cross-fractures

are formed in the fracture development zone under the joint

effect of the stress wave and blasting gas; radially

extending fractures develop in the fracture extension zone

due to the pressure of the blasting gas; and the blasting

vibration zone is primarily subject to the seismic wave, for

which there are few fractures. The zoning model of

cumulative blasting-induced coal fractures is shown in

Fig. 2.

As shown in Fig. 2, crushing coal failure occurs upon

the instantaneous high pressure in the crush zone. In the

cumulative direction (the direction of the blasting hole

along the x-axis in Fig. 2), some of the accumulated energy

generated by detonation products is converted into the

kinetic energy of the liner for coal penetration, which

makes the crush radius smaller in the x-direction. The crush

zone is surrounded by the fracture development zone, in

which radial and circumferential cross-fractures form in the

non-cumulative direction (the direction of the blasting hole

along the y-axis in Fig. 2). Due to the excessive con-

sumption of blasting energy in the crush zone in the y-

direction, the fracture development zone only extends

slightly in the y-direction. Macro-fractures are formed in

the direction of the x-axis when the coal medium is pene-

trated by the liner and detonation products, and these

extend in a larger range than in other directions due to the

action of the stress wave and detonation gas. Blasting gas is

the major force promoting fracture initiation and extension

within the blasting holes in the fracture extension zone.

The original stress state of coal, along with the shapes and

sizes of the original fractures, changes under the action of

the blasting stress wave and blasting gas pressure within

the blasting hole. Thus, separate fractures intersect each

other to form a fracture network. Coal fracture extension

driven by coalbed gas pressure is primarily manifested

through a reduction in confined pressure in the coal med-

ium and the development of secondary fractures. Com-

pared with the blasting gas, this plays a relatively small

role.

The characteristics and range of coalbed fracture

extension caused by cumulative blasting were numerically

simulated based on research into the zoning model of deep-

hole cumulative blasting-caused coalbed fractures. The

results (Guo et al. 2019) indicate that the area around the

blasting hole can be divided into the blast crush zone, blast

fracture zone, and elastic deformation zone. According to

the fracture type and the difference in the number of

fractures, the blasting fracture zone is subdivided into the

dense fracture zone and main fracture extension zone. The

crush zone covers an oval-shaped range, i.e., smaller in the

direction of liner opening than in other directions. How-

ever, the opposite is true of the ranges in the dense fracture

zone and main fracture extension zone.

2.3 Influencing factors of coal fracturing

by cumulative blasting

Coal fracturing by cumulative blasting is subject to the

control of structural planes such as joints, fractures, and

Fig. 2 Zoning model of cumulative blasting-induced coal fractures (Guo et al. 2008)
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faults. The influence of faults on the formation and

development of coal fractures caused by cumulative

blasting has been studied by researchers, and the results

(Guo et al. 2014) suggest that faults control the dynamic

and static stress fields of the coal medium. There are sig-

nificant differences in stress wave distribution and fracture

extension according to the size of the fault. Significant

improvements in coalbed permeability can be observed in

fault-affected areas. Control holes also influence the

propagation of the blasting stress wave, the extension law

of the main blasting fractures, and the stress state and

displacement characteristics of coal elements (Guo et al.

2018a). The stress fields around the wall of the control hole

and at the tip of the main fracture were observed to change

significantly under the reflection superposition of com-

pressive stress waves at the control hole during cumulative

blasting, which dominate the directional extension of main

blasting fractures and the formation of circumferential

fractures around the hole wall. The tangential tensile stress

of the hole wall and the coal particles around it is enhanced

by the displacement compensation provided by the control

hole and the characteristics of the curved surface of the

hole wall, which promote the development and extension

of radial fractures around the hole. The control hole

encourages the main blasting fractures to extend direc-

tionally, so that the radial and circumferential fractures

around the hole wall cross each other and make up a large

fracture network. Moreover, coalbed permeability

improvement by deep-hole cumulative blasting is influ-

enced by the charge structure (Guo et al. 2018b). With an

eccentric decoupled charge, the blasting load transferred to

the blasting hole wall during charged blasting is vertically

asymmetric, which leads to a difference in the range of

blasting fractures in the vertical direction along the blasting

hole. Specifically, the fracture range at the top of the

blasting hole is smaller than that at the bottom.

The above research has explored the mechanism and

influence of coal fracturing by cumulative blasting from

different perspectives, with some scientifically significant

and practically valuable findings obtained. Due to the

conditions on site and the complexity of the internal

structure of coal, the process of coal fracturing by cumu-

lative blasting depends on a variety of factors, including

the geological structure, geo-stress, mining-induced stress,

blasting stress, gas pressure, blasting gas, and the liquid

fluid within the coal. However, researchers have failed to

systematically reveal the mechanism and influence of coal

fracturing caused by cumulative blasting under the coupled

action of multiple factors.

3 Permeability improvement technologies
in coalbed deep-hole cumulative blasting

3.1 Charging technology of cumulative blasting

In view of the difficulty of low-permeability coalbed gas

extraction, Guo et al. (2009) designed a procedure con-

taining a drill hole layout, drilling, cumulative charge

structure and parameters, charging technology, hole seal-

ing, and detonation. They then developed a whole set of

technologies combining cumulative blasting coalbed frac-

turing theory and gas extraction techniques based on the

gas geology and mining engineering conditions at Daping

Coal Mine. Specifically, the charge was placed in PVC

tubes to investigate the charging technology of cumulative

basting. The cartridge was made from class-three permis-

sible emulsion explosive. A directing shuttle was mounted

on top of the first PVC tube and a plug placed at the end of

the last PVC tube to simplify the charging. To ensure safe

detonation, the cartridges were arranged to contact each

other during loading; neighboring PVC tubes were firmly

connected with each other. In addition, the cartridges in

each PVC tube were connected with two detonators in

parallel; the detonators of neighboring PVC tubes were

connected in series. The explosive device was arranged in

the blasting hole and the resistance was measured. The

charge structure for this cumulative blasting is shown in

Fig. 3.

Based on the parallel connection between the cartridges

and the two detonators in each PVC tube, the detonators of

neighboring PVC tubes were also connected in parallel (Lv

et al. 2013) to form an overall parallel connection that

improves the security of the charge structure. Additionally,

the charging technology in cumulative blasting field tests

typically uses a circulation process involving cumulative

cartridge making and charge delivery. In other words,

every time a 2 m long cumulative cartridge is made, it is

delivered to the blasting hole for a certain distance while

the next cartridge is made. However, field operations

suggested that too much time was spent on charge loading,

and so researchers investigated continuous charging tech-

nology. Specifically, a certain number of 2 m long cumu-

lative cartridges were made in advance and loaded to the

blasting hole after being connecting, thereby enhancing the

charging efficiency.

Cable line

PlugPVC tubeDetonator

CartridgeDirecting shuttle

Fig. 3 Charge structure of cumulative blasting (Shang et al. 2014)
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3.2 Cumulative blasting hole sealing technology

Hole sealing technology is an important part of cumulative

blasting. It primarily involves the selection of the hole

sealing material and the determination of the hole sealing

length. The hole sealing length is subject to multiple fac-

tors, such as the charge amount, hole depth, hole diameter,

and gas geology of the operation area. According to

practical experience obtained from cumulative blasting

hole sealing experiments in Daping Coal Mine, Guo et al.

(2009) identified that the quality of the hole sealing could

be ensured by using yellow mud and that the hole sealing

length could exceed 12 m considering the large amount of

charge and the vulnerability of the crumbly coal wall to

holes. To prevent the localized stacking of yellow mud

rolls during hole sealing, adhesive yellow mud rolls with a

diameter of 50 mm and length of 100–200 mm were pre-

pared before hole sealing. They were dried and pushed into

the hole, and compacted using a tamping bar on each

section.

To address technical problems such as low efficiency

and difficulty in ensuring the security of hole sealing when

using yellow mud, the mechanical behaviors of different

hole sealing materials were probed by Guo et al. (2011).

They found that the blasting hole diameter and hole sealing

material had a major influence on the hole sealing length.

According to comprehensive analysis of the blasting

security, extraction technology, and construction condi-

tions, a reasonable sealing length following cumulative

blasting was 10–12 m when using ‘‘yellow sand ? yellow

mud.’’ Additionally, field tests of cumulative blasting

indicated that it was difficult to blow the sand when there

was a large blasting hole elevation. Thus, the hole sealing

technology was improved into a three-section hole sealing

structure (Fig. 4) (Shang et al. 2014). Specifically, yellow

sand was filled into the inner section of the blasting hole to

buffer the blasting impact. The middle section was packed

by a PVC tube filled with yellow sand; a certain amount of

polyurethane was attached to designated spots outside the

tube using adhesive tape as a measure of tube fixation.

Yellow mud rolls were then delivered and compacted into

the outer section using the tamping bar, thereby ensuring

the hole sealing was sufficiently resistant. Field applica-

tions suggest that hole sealing quality was enhanced by the

improved hole sealing structure.

3.3 Cumulative blasting parameter optimization

Coalbed deep-hole cumulative blasting can enhance coal-

bed permeability by promoting coal fracture development.

Cumulative blasting involves many processes. The design

and operation of blasthole location, drilling, charging,

sealing, and detonation directly affect the coal fracturing

and permeability improvement. Coal mine blasting may

trigger mining disasters due to the complex and changing

environment of underground blasting and a variety of

artificial and uncontrollable factors during the blasting. To

take advantage of cumulative blasting in coal fracturing

while ensuring blasting security, the drilling parameters

and blasting parameters for cumulative blasting have been

investigated by many researchers.

In terms of the drilling parameters for cumulative

blasting, a systematic study (Guo et al. 2013b) was carried

out based on the coalbed deep-hole cumulative blasting test

in Jiulishan Coal Mine, Jiaozuo Coal Group Co., Ltd. To

promote coal fracture development and mitigate the

crushing effect of the blasting, a radially decoupled charge

structure was applied in cumulative blasting field tests. The

coal fracturing effect was observed to improve when the

charge diameter was 45 mm and the blasthole diameter

was 75 mm. A minimum spacing of 1.21 m between the

blasthole and neighboring extraction holes was found to

keep the coal wall of neighboring extraction holes from

compression failure and reflected tensile failure under the

propagation of the blasting stress wave. This prevents hole

collapses, which could compromise the gas extraction

effect. When the blasthole is close to the roof or floor of the

coalbed, fractures can be formed within the rock due to the

blasting effect. This brings about damage to the roof/floor

stability and places the coal surface support in danger.

Therefore, the spacing between the blasthole and the roof/

floor should be more than 1.5 m. To avoid energy waste

due to insufficient spacing between blasting holes and poor

extraction due to excess blasting hole spacing, the rational

blasting hole spacing should be set to 15–20 m. Moreover,

a comparative study on the influence of the decoupling

coefficient of radial charge on the permeability effect of

cumulative blasting was carried out by setting the decou-

pling coefficients to 1, 1.33, 1.67, 2, and 2.5 (Song et al.

2019). According to the results, coalbed permeability can

be effectively enhanced by cumulative blasting when the

decoupling coefficient is from 1.67–2.

According to research on the blasting parameters

involved in coalbed fracturing and permeability improve-

ment through cumulative blasting (Guo et al. 2013c), the

action of the stress wave and blasting gas upon the coal is

subject to the influence of the decoupling coefficient of the

radial charge in the blasthole. If the decoupling coefficient

is too large or too small, the coal fracturing will be

PolyurethaneYellow mud

Orifice

PVC tube Yellow sand

Fig. 4 Sealing structure of cumulative blasting (Shang et al. 2014)
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negatively affected. The blasting area is determined by the

axial charge length in the blasthole. As the axial charge

length increases, the radial and axial pressure release ran-

ges along the blasting hole increase and the permeability

significantly improves. Not only does proper hole sealing

buffer the blasting impact, it also facilitates the blasting gas

to promote full extension of the coal fractures. Coal dam-

age is subject to the influence of the number of blasting

actions. With more blasting actions, the coal fractures

develop more fully and become interconnected with each

other in the blasting area, significantly improving coalbed

permeability.

The above research mainly covers the drilling parame-

ters and blasting parameters of cumulative blasting.

Overall, relatively few factors have been considered.

However, parameters such as the initial fracture, burial

depth, water content, and blasting operation frequency

might affect the coal fracturing and permeability

improvement. At present, few of these parameters have

been studied in sufficient depth.

4 Development trends in coalbed deep-hole
cumulative blasting techniques

(1) The formation, development, and energy distribution

of jet flow and its penetration effect are directly

associated with the charge structure of cumulative

blasting and the mechanical parameters of the liner.

Optimizing the parameters of structural design and

liner material selection for coalbed cumulative

blasting is an important task in future studies, and

the significant differences in the internal structure

and mechanical parameters between coal and rock

should be fully taken into account.

(2) Cumulative blasting-induced coal fracturing is sub-

ject to the joint actions of the jet flow, stress wave,

high-pressure blasting gas, and mine gas. However,

complex factors associated with coal and the oper-

ation environment have been simplified in existing

studies on the permeability improvement mechanism

of cumulative blasting. For this reason, the coupling

mechanism of multiple factors (initial fracture

structure, geological structure, influence of mining

gas and fluids in the coal) remains to be further

elucidated.

(3) According to applied research on coalbed deep-hole

cumulative blasting engineering, the gas extraction

rate can be significantly enhanced by cumulative

blasting. Due to the complex and diversified con-

struction environment, however, existing cumulative

blasting technology and equipment have restricted

practical applications. Therefore, it is still necessary

to perfect the technical system of permeability

improvement through coalbed deep-hole cumulative

blasting and to improve the technological level and

applicability of equipment. This would play a

significant role in coal mining and coalbed gas

development.
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